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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 
Illinois Commerce Commission   : 
 On Its Own Motion    : 
  vs.     : 
Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a Ameren  : 
Illinois, Commonwealth Edison Company,  : 
The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company, : 13-0077 
North Shore Gas Company, and Northern  : 
Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas   : 
Company      : 
       : 
Adoption of Policies Concerning the  : 
Illinois Statewide Technical Reference  : 
Manual for Energy Efficiency.   : 

 

____________________________________________________________________ 
 

STAFF VERIFIED INITIAL COMMENTS 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 

NOW COME the Staff witnesses (“Staff”) of the Illinois Commerce Commission 

(“Commission” or “ICC”), through its undersigned counsel, and pursuant to 83 Ill. Adm. 

Code 200.525, and respectfully submit these Initial Comments in the instant proceeding. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Commission issued a Final Order (hereinafter “IL-TRM Policy Order”) in this 

proceeding that set policies for the use, application, and update process for the Illinois 

Statewide Technical Reference Manual for Energy Efficiency (“TRM”) on March 27, 

2013. That Final Order approved the IL-TRM Policy Document, which was 

collaboratively developed by Ameren Illinois Company (“Ameren Illinois”), 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”), The Peoples Gas Light and Coke 

Company and North Shore Gas Company (“Peoples Gas/North Shore Gas”), Northern 
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Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor Gas”) (collectively, “Utilities”), 

the People of the State of Illinois (“AG”), the Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), Staff, and 

other interested stakeholders. IL-TRM Policy Order at 6-7; Staff Report dated December 

18, 2012, Attachment A, Ameren et al.: Adoption of Policies Concerning the Illinois 

Statewide Technical Reference Manual for Energy Efficiency, Docket No. 13-0077 

(October 25, 2012) (hereinafter “IL-TRM Policy Document”).  The Utilities jointly filed an 

Expedited Application for Rehearing to Clarify TRM Policies (“Utilities Application”), and 

the AG and CUB jointly filed their Verified Application for Rehearing (“AG/CUB 

Application”) (collectively, “Applications for Rehearing”) in the above-captioned matter 

on April 29, 2013.  

On May 15, 2013, the Commission granted the Applications for Rehearing with 

respect to the following issues:  

(1) Does the TRM cease to be effective at the end of each Plan Year1?;  

(2) Should an existing measure in the TRM be removed entirely if there is 

disagreement over any subcomponent of the measure during the update 

process?; and  

(3) Should measure level non-consensus issues that have been properly raised 

and then resolved by the Commission be applied retroactively to the beginning of 

the current program year or prospectively (and if prospectively, how)?  

                                            
1
 Within these Initial Comments, Staff uses the term “program year”.  Both “program year” and “plan year” 

refer to a single year (June 1
st
 through May 31

st
) within a three-year energy efficiency plan.  Due to the 

gas utilities filing their first three-year energy efficiency plans at the same time the electric utilities filed 
their second three-year energy efficiency plans, the program year beginning 6/1/2013 and ending 
5/31/2014 represents Gas Program Year 3 (“GPY3”) and Electric Program Year 6 (“EPY6”).  IL-TRM 
Policy Document at 7. 
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Notice of Commission Action (May 16, 2013); Memorandum to the Commission at 2 

(May 15, 2013).  The Commission also directed the parties to confine their argument to 

the specific issues identified; Chairman Scott stated: 

We would urge the parties to limit the scope of the rehearing to the 
evidence that’s in the three issues that are articulated in the petitions and 
not to open this up beyond that. We think those three issues are good for 
rehearing, but would not encourage [the parties] to expand that beyond 
that particular scope. 

 
Open Meeting Tr. at 17. For the reasons stated herein, Staff respectfully requests the 

Commission adopt Staff’s positions set forth in its Initial Comments. 

II. ARGUMENT 

The Applications for Rehearing request Commission clarification with respect to the 

interpretation and application of three policies related to the TRM. Utilities Application at 2; 

AG/CUB Application at 4, 6. Staff believes the IL-TRM Policy Order previously addressed 

each of these issues sufficiently to provide guidance on each, as will be discussed further 

below.   

A. Does the TRM cease to be effective at the end of each program year?  

Yes, a specific version of the TRM does cease to be effective at the end of each 

program year (after GPY2/EPY5); however after initial TRM development, there will 

always be a version of the TRM in effect during each specific program year.  Staff believes 

that the Commission-approved IL-TRM Policy Document provides guidance that this is the 

case for two reasons.  

First, the IL-TRM Policy Document identifies the TRM implementation cycles and 

the specific version of the TRM that is applicable during specific dates and program years 
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for the evaluation and implementation of both the Utilities’ and the Illinois Department of 

Commerce and Economic Opportunity’s (collectively, “Program Administrators”) energy 

efficiency programs and the Utilities’ three-year energy efficiency plan filings.  Table 2.2: 

TRM Implementation Cycles, IL-TRM Policy Document at 7.  Specifically, the IL-TRM 

Policy Document contains the following table to this effect:  

Table 2.2: TRM Implementation Cycles 

IL-TRM Policy Document at 7.   

The Utilities, AG, and CUB all agreed that the IL-TRM Policy Document was a 

consensus document, as of the Final Order in this docket.  IL-TRM Policy Order at 4.  This 

table clearly indicates what TRM will apply at what points in time. It specifies that each 

version of the TRM is only applicable for the period specified in the IL-TRM Policy 

Document.  IL-TRM Policy Document at 7. 

                                            
2
 The 1

st
 ICC-approved TRM is not required to be applied for DCEO and Ameren in GPY1 and Ameren, 

ComEd, and DCEO in EPY4. For Nicor Gas and Peoples Gas/North Shore Gas in GPY1, the 1
st
 ICC-

approved TRM is applicable in evaluation and not implementation. 

Cycle EPY GPY Begins Ends Application in Evaluation and 
Implementation 

Application in 3-
Year Plan Filings 

1 1  6/1/2008 5/31/2009 
TRM does not apply to this cycle 

TRM not used in 
this cycle 1 2  6/1/2009 5/31/2010 

1 3  6/1/2010 5/31/2011 
2 4 1 6/1/2011 5/31/2012 

 

1
st

 ICC-approved TRM applies to GPY1
2
 TRM not used in 

this cycle 2 5 2 6/1/2012 5/31/2013 1
st

 ICC-approved TRM applies 

2 6 3 6/1/2013 5/31/2014 2
nd

 ICC-approved TRM applies 

3 7 4 6/1/2014 5/31/2015 3
rd

 ICC-approved TRM applies 2
nd

 ICC-approved 
TRM shall be used 

in Plan filing 
3 8 5 6/1/2015 5/31/2016 4

th
 ICC-approved TRM applies 

3 9 6 6/1/2016 5/31/2017 5
th

 ICC-approved TRM applies 

4 10 7 6/1/2017 5/31/2018 6
th

 ICC-approved TRM applies 5
th

 ICC-approved 
TRM shall be used 

in Plan filing 
4 11 8 6/1/2018 5/31/2019 7

th
 ICC-approved TRM applies 

4 12 9 6/1/2019 5/31/2020 8
th

 ICC-approved TRM applies 
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Second, the IL-TRM Policy Document specifies that the TRM will be formally 

updated and approved by the Commission on an annual basis.  IL-TRM Policy Document 

at 5-8.  Neither of these commitments makes sense in conjunction with an interpretation 

that an older, outdated version of the TRM should remain effective and in place beyond its 

respective program year.  Indeed, the IL-TRM Policy Document states, “TRM 

implementation cycles could continue indefinitely absent a revision of this document 

approved by the Commission.”  IL-TRM Policy Document at 7. 

 Moreover, beyond Table 2.2 contained in the IL-TRM Policy Document, each TRM 

should only be effective until the end of its respective program year “[b]ecause technology 

is constantly improving, and markets are constantly changing, a TRM must be a living 

document to keep pace with change. Otherwise, the TRM will quickly become obsolete 

and the savings estimates may be perceived to be less reliable.”  IL-TRM Policy Document 

at 5. In order to fulfill the Commission’s obligations to determine whether the Program 

Administrators’ statutory savings goals have been achieved, it is important from a policy 

standpoint that the Commission rely on the updated values contained in the annually 

updated version of the TRM when measuring whether Program Administrators’ have 

achieved their statutory savings goals. One of the central premises of the annual TRM 

Update Process is to ensure the TRM does not become obsolete nor the savings 

estimates unreliable.  Id.  If the Commission allows the TRM to carry over across program 

years for outdated components of energy efficiency measures where there is dispute on 

how the outdated component should be updated exactly, then this would create a situation 

where the Program Administrators have an incentive to dispute any proposed TRM 

Update that results in lower savings from a measure (i.e., when values contained in the 
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previous version of the TRM benefit them).  Since the Commission approved that the 

applicable version of the TRM should be used for purposes of determining whether the 

Program Administrators met their statutory savings goals, it is critical that the outdated 

version of the TRM approved by the Commission ceases to be effective at the end of each 

program year so that obsolete and unreliable savings estimates are not used to measure 

the Program Administrators’ performance against their statutory savings targets.  IL-TRM 

Policy Order at 5.    

 Furthermore, there is nothing detrimental about having each version of the TRM 

cease to be effective at the end of the corresponding program year. The Program 

Administrators actively participate in the TRM Update Process, and they have easy access 

to all proposed TRM Updates well in advance of the March 1 submission of the Updated 

TRM (and the Comparison Exhibit of Non-Consensus TRM Updates, if any exist).  IL-TRM 

Policy Document at 8.  The Program Administrators will know the details underlying any 

non-consensus components of measures and the impact that each party’s position on the 

non-consensus component would have on the measure’s unit savings value.  Thus, prior 

to Commission resolution of a non-consensus component of a measure, the Program 

Administrators will already have a good idea of the potential range in unit savings 

estimates for the measure pending the outcome in the non-consensus TRM Update 

docket.  The Program Administrators will have ample opportunity to review and plan with 

the applicable version of the TRM and its measures in mind before the beginning of each 

new program year.  

Finally, the language in the Commission’s Final Order approving the first version of 

the TRM is consistent with Staff’s position.  Final Order at 1, 3-5, Ameren et al.: Approval 
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of the Illinois Statewide Technical Reference Manual for Energy Efficiency, Docket No. 

12-0528 (January 29, 2013) (hereinafter “IL-TRM 1.0 Order”).  To the extent AG/CUB 

also argue that “disagreement has arisen as to the meaning of language included in the 

Commission’s Final Order in Docket No. 12-0528 . . . and its impact on the TRM update 

process approved in the instant docket,” Staff believes the Commission’s IL-TRM 1.0 

Order supports Staff’s position that the first version of the TRM approved by the 

Commission would apply only to specific program years.  AG/CUB Application at 4; IL-

TRM 1.0 Order at 1, 3-5.  More specifically, that IL-TRM 1.0 Order states:   

Accordingly, the Commission adopts for the purpose of GPY1, GPY2, and 
EPY5, the State of Illinois Energy Efficiency Technical Reference Manual 
Final as of September 14, 2012, that was filed as attachments to the Staff 
Report on September 19, 2012, in this docket. 

IL-TRM 1.0 Order at 5 (emphases added) (original footnotes omitted).  

Furthermore, the applicability provisions in Table 2.2: TRM Implementation Cycles for the 

first version of the TRM are consistent with those approved in the IL-TRM 1.0 Order.  IL-

TRM Policy Document at 7; see IL-TRM 1.0 Order at 1, 3-5.  Both the IL-TRM Policy 

Document and the Commission’s IL-TRM 1.0 Order designate when a specific version of 

the TRM is applicable.  For example, the IL-TRM Policy Document states, “The 1st ICC-

approved TRM is not required to be applied for DCEO and Ameren in GPY1”.  IL-TRM 

Policy Document at 7.  In no less than eight places in the Commission’s IL-TRM 1.0 Order, 

it states: “The IL-TRM is not required to be applied for Ameren and DCEO GPY1.”  IL-TRM 

1.0 Order at 1, 3-5.  As shown in Table 2.2: TRM Implementation Cycles, with the 

exception of the 1st ICC-approved TRM, each of the annual updated versions of the TRM 

is applicable only for a specific program year in evaluation and implementation.  Therefore, 
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the Commission should find that each version of the TRM ceases to be effective on the 

dates specified in Table 2.2 of the IL-TRM Policy Document.  

B. Should an existing measure in the TRM be removed entirely if there 

is disagreement over any subcomponent of the measure during the update 

process? 

Staff does not believe that an entire measure would necessarily need to be 

removed from the consensus Updated TRM if there is disagreement over any 

subcomponent of the measure during the TRM Update Process, only the parameters in 

dispute. Staff believes the wording of this issue may unintentionally cause a certain 

amount of confusion.  Non-consensus issues that arise during the TRM Update Process 

would not result in removal of the non-consensus portion of the measure in the previous 

Commission-approved version of the TRM, rather the non-consensus portion of the 

measure simply would not be contained in the consensus Updated TRM.  Instead, 

pursuant to the IL-TRM Policy Document, any non-consensus issue must be addressed 

separately from the consensus issues of the TRM Update, and be determined by the 

Commission.  Therefore, non-consensus issues should be removed from the consensus 

Updated TRM document and from any proceeding to approve the consensus portions of 

the Updated TRM as the IL-TRM Policy Document clearly states that “[a]ny documents 

filed with the ICC will reflect any areas where consensus is not reached[.]”  IL-TRM 

Policy Document at 6.  Thus, the consensus Updated TRM cannot be filed with the 

Commission if it contains non-consensus items.  However, the non-consensus portions 

of the TRM Update would be addressed by the parties, and decided by the 

Commission, separately.  IL-TRM Policy Document at 8.   Then the resolution on the 
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non-consensus components of the measure as approved by the Commission would be 

included in that entire Updated TRM for that program year, as the IL-TRM Policy 

Document clearly specifies: “[t]he TRM Administrator shall make any necessary 

revisions to the TRM to reflect the Commission Order from the annual TRM Update 

proceeding.”  IL-TRM Policy Document at 6.   

In particular, the IL-TRM Policy Document directs that on or about March 1st of 

each program year, the ICC Staff will submit a Staff Report (with the consensus 

Updated TRM attached) to the Commission to initiate the TRM Update proceeding, 

wherein the Commission would consider officially approving the consensus Updated 

TRM.  IL-TRM Policy Document at 5, 8.    

Although parties should make good faith efforts to reach consensus on all TRM 

Updates, in the event that consensus does not emerge out of the Illinois Energy 

Efficiency Stakeholder Advisory Group (“SAG”) process regarding certain TRM issues, 

the IL-TRM Policy Document specifies that the non-consensus components of the 

measure must be removed from the consensus Updated TRM, and once the 

Commission rules on the non-consensus components of the measure in a separate 

non-consensus TRM Update proceeding, the TRM Administrator will make the 

necessary revisions to the TRM to reflect the Commission’s Order for the Updated 

TRM.  IL-TRM Policy Document at 6, 8.  The IL-TRM Policy Document specifies that in 

those cases, the TRM Administrator would document such issues in a Comparison 

Exhibit of Non-Consensus TRM Updates that clearly lays out the different positions on 

non-consensus issues, and, to the extent possible, identifies the parties who support 

each position.  IL-TRM Policy Document at 6, 8.  In this situation, the TRM Administrator 
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would submit to the ICC Staff and the SAG the Comparison Exhibit of Non-Consensus 

TRM Updates on or about March 1st, and the ICC Staff would submit a Staff Report to 

the Commission to initiate a proceeding separate from the consensus TRM Update 

proceeding to resolve the non-consensus TRM Update issues.  IL-TRM Policy 

Document at 5-6, 8.  Thus, it would be inconsistent to include an outdated parameter of 

the energy efficiency measure that certain parties oppose in the consensus Updated 

TRM, as the outdated parameter of the energy efficiency measure would clearly be non-

consensus.  

 For the reasons stated, it is clear from the IL-TRM Policy Document that during 

the TRM Update Process, if any component of a measure in an old version of the TRM 

is in dispute, then the non-consensus components of the measure should not be 

addressed in the consensus TRM Update proceeding but rather in the separate filing for 

the non-consensus TRM Update issues and the Commission findings from both of these 

proceedings will be considered the ICC-approved Updated TRM for the program year 

under consideration.  Id.  Depending on the complexity of the non-consensus issue for a 

particular energy efficiency measure, a simple placeholder such as “TBD” could be 

included in the measure characterization in place of specifying a particular value for the 

non-consensus parameter in the consensus Updated TRM, or if the non-consensus 

issue covers nearly every component of the measure characterization, then the entire 

measure should be removed from the consensus Updated TRM and should be filed in 

the non-consensus TRM Update proceeding for the Commission to decide for that 

program year.     
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The TRM is intended to bring a high level of standardization and transparency to 

the prescriptive measure savings that are used across the state, and to determine 

whether the Program Administrators’ energy savings goals have been met.  To 

accomplish that purpose, the Commission must approve the entire Updated TRM 

annually, and the IL-TRM Policy Document makes clear that non-consensus issues 

must be filed separately from consensus issues.  IL-TRM Policy Document at 5-6, 8.  In 

Staff’s view, regardless of whether the energy efficiency measure was contained in the 

previous outdated version of the TRM or is a new energy efficiency measure proposed 

for inclusion in the Updated TRM, disagreement and unwillingness to compromise by 

parties for the sake of reaching consensus on the Updated TRM regarding any 

subcomponent of the measure during the annual TRM Update Process should be 

viewed as a non-consensus issue and will be handled in a proceeding separate from 

the consensus Updated TRM proceeding for that program year.  

C. Should measure level non-consensus issues that have been properly 

raised and then resolved by the Commission be applied retroactively to the 

beginning of the current program year or prospectively (and if 

prospectively, how)? 

It is Staff’s position, consistent with its reading of the IL-TRM Policy Document, 

that the non-consensus issues contained in the non-consensus portion of the Updated 

TRM that have been properly raised and then resolved by the Commission should be 

applied for evaluation purposes to the same program year that the consensus portion of 

the Updated TRM applies.    IL-TRM Policy Document at 7-8.  The rationale and intent 
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of the parties for this approach was that the TRM is to be a living document.  The IL-

TRM Policy Document states in relevant part: 

Because technology is constantly improving, and markets are constantly 
changing, a TRM must be a living document to keep pace with change. 
Otherwise, the TRM will quickly become obsolete and the savings 
estimates may be perceived to be less reliable. 

Id. at 4-5.  Thus, the Commission-approved IL-TRM Policy Document itself indicates 

that the Commission never intended for application of the values to be held static.   

Any other outcome would undo the purpose and intent of developing a 

Commission-approved TRM to aid in reviewing whether Program Administrators met 

their statutory savings goals. IL-TRM Policy Document at 7-11; IL-TRM Policy Order at 

5. As the Commission intended that the TRM be a document which the parties adapt to 

reflect changing circumstances and accumulated knowledge, the Commission should 

apply the resolution reached on the non-consensus components of measures in the 

non-consensus TRM Update filing concurrent with the consensus Updated TRM 

submitted for that program year.   

Finally, delaying application of the resolution on the non-consensus TRM Update 

issues decided upon by the Commission beyond the start of the program year for which 

the Updated TRM was supposed to be in effect is expected to significantly increase 

litigation.  In particular, delaying application of the resolution on the non-consensus issues 

decided upon by the Commission provides a great incentive for Program Administrators to 

simply oppose any TRM Update proposal that results in lower savings values, and thus 

would likely greatly increase the number of non-consensus technical complicated issues 

that the Commission would have to decide upon on an annual basis.  Since the Program 
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Administrators seek certainty, there is greater incentive to work to reach consensus on 

TRM Update issues in the SAG if the Program Administrators know that the Commission 

findings regarding the non-consensus technical issues will be applied for the program year 

that the TRM was being updated for in the first place.           

1. Alternate Recommendation 

As part of the TRM Update Process for a specific program year, the consensus 

portion of the Updated TRM and the non-consensus TRM Update issues that the 

Commission decides should be applied to the specific program year for which the TRM 

was being updated.  However, if the Commission decides to apply the resolution 

reached on non-consensus issues based on a date following the Commission Order in 

the non-consensus TRM Update proceeding, then Staff would urge the Commission to 

order the IL-TRM Policy Document to be modified to require the consensus Updated 

TRM and the Comparison Exhibit of Non-Consensus TRM Updates to be submitted to 

the SAG by November 1, rather than March 1,3 which is currently specified, so that Staff 

can file the consensus and non-consensus portions of the Updated TRM with the 

Commission so that the Commission will have adequate time to process the non-

consensus technical issues and, hopefully, rule on those issues prior to the start of the 

next program year (June 1) for which the Updated TRM would be in effect.  IL-TRM 

Policy Document at 8.   

Staff contends that if the Commission ordered that the TRM Update timeline be 

moved back to November 1, then the evaluators, Program Administrators, TRM 

                                            
3
 Staff agreed to the March 1 deadline for the Updated TRM to be completed and subsequently filed with 

the Commission based on its understanding that both the consensus and non-consensus TRM Updates 
that the Commission approved would be applied to the same program year.  
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Administrator, and other stakeholders would work to ensure the relevant TRM Update 

activities are completed in advance of that date.  This approach would provide Program 

Administrators certainty well in advance of the program year for which the Updated 

TRM (consensus and resolved non-consensus portions) would be in effect.  Thus, 

Program Administrators would have plenty of time for updating their tracking systems 

and conducting other program planning activities for the next program year.  While 

certain annual energy efficiency program evaluation reports may not be available for the 

most recently completed program year, other evaluation studies related to updating the 

TRM would be available and could be properly considered prior to November 1.  More 

specifically, evaluation studies that contain the gross annual savings values resulting 

from the energy efficiency program for the previous program year may not be available 

by November 1 because the Program Administrators do not provide the final energy 

efficiency program participation estimates for the program year until a couple months 

after the close of the program year.   

 Staff emphasizes that the final energy efficiency program participation estimates 

are not needed in order for the evaluators to review the components of the measure-

level unit savings values for particular measures offered through the energy efficiency 

programs, most of which are already contained in the TRM, and could be reviewed at 

any time during the program year.  While the evaluators have traditionally put both the 

energy efficiency program-level gross annual savings values and the review of the 

components of the measure-level unit savings values for particular measures in the 

energy efficiency program in the same evaluation report, these two sections of the 

evaluation could be and have been provided separately at times.  Separating the two 
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would allow the review of the components of the measure-level unit savings values to 

be provided earlier to allow the TRM Update Process to be started and finished at an 

earlier date.  Program-level gross annual savings values are composed of the actual 

final participation estimates for each specific measure multiplied by the measure-level 

unit savings values for each specific measure, summed across all the measures, where 

the derivation of most measures’ unit savings values are contained in the TRM in effect 

for the program year.  Thus, for the purpose of receiving the evaluators’ 

recommendations for updating the TRM for a particular program year, the evaluators do 

not need the Program Administrators’ final energy efficiency program participation 

estimates. 

Further, filing the consensus Updated TRM with the Commission around 

November 1 each year would allow third-party vendors bidding into the electric utilities’ 

annual solicitation process (pursuant to Section 16-111.5B of the Act) in February and 

March to use the Updated TRM in developing their bids, and would also allow the 

utilities to use these updated values in the cost-effectiveness assessments of the 

proposed energy efficiency programs that they submit to the Illinois Power Agency by 

July 15 of each year, the results of which are subsequently filed with the Commission in 

the annual procurement plan proceeding. 

III. CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, for the reasons stated above, Staff respectfully requests that the 

Commission approve Staff’s positions set forth in these Initial Comments in their 

entirety. 
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